
Keeping it R.E.A.L. at Thurgood Marshall	  
	  
 Resilient Empathetic Accountable Lifelong 

Learner 

Arrival *Remembers each 
day is a fresh start 
*Respects personal 
space of others 

*Greet others in a friendly 
way 
*Considers the needs of 
others 

*Arrives on time 
*Comes ready to learn 
*Manages time – breakfast 
first, playing second 
*Secures electronics in 
backpack for the day 

*Comes ready to 
work hard and learn 
new things 

Hall/Stairs *Lines up quickly 
with class 
*Solves problems 
with others in a 
peaceful way 

*Walks to the right, 
making way for everyone 
*Uses a whisper voice 
*Remembers other 
classes are learning 

* Keeps hallways clean 
* Keeps hands/objects to self 
 

*Respects work 
posted in hallways 

Classroom *Challenges self 
*Knows that we learn 
from our mistakes 
*Shows work 
*Puts forth best effort 

*Uses kind words 
*Shares knowledge to 
help others learn 
*Takes care of classroom 
space 

*Comes prepared with 
materials and homework 
*Asks for help when needed 
*Completes assignments on 
time 
*No excuses 

*Is curious and asks 
questions 
*Is ready to learn 
new things 
*Participates in 
discussion 

Playground *Uses problem-
solving 
strategies/Wheel of 
Choice 
*Willing to 
apologize/forgive 

*Includes everyone 
*Watches out for younger 
students 
*Helps students who are 
hurt 
*Shares/Takes turns 

*Uses equipment correctly 
*Takes responsibility for 
actions 
* Rights wrongs 

*Tries new activities 
*Meets new people 

Lunch *Shares space 
*Solves problems 
*Willing to 
apologize/forgive 

*Invites others to join 
*Talks kindly with others 
at table 
*Offers to help 
*Listens to adults 
*Shows gratitude 

*Moves in a safe way 
*Uses time wisely to eat 
*Does not waste 
*Cleans up area 
*Recycles/composts 

*Tries sitting with 
new people 
*Asks polite 
questions to learn 
about others 

Assemblies *Enters in a calm 
way 
*Is patient when 
assemblies are 
long/crowded 

*Is respectful of 
performers 
*Shows appreciation by 
clapping 
*Remembers it is not easy 
to be in front of an 
audience 

*Manages self – hands and 
body 
*Sits quietly during 
performance 
 

*Listens attentively 
to learn 

Dismissal *Reflects on day – 
what will work better 
next time? 
*Is flexible 
*Focuses on task 

*Helps others pack up 
*Moves carefully through 
crowded hallways 
 

*Makes sure area/classroom 
is left clean 
*Listens to directions 
*Knows dismissal plan and 
sticks with it 
*Remembers belongings 

*Uses time 
efficiently 
*Stays focused on 
task 
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